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Private Government
Look for Phaedra Patrick’s newest perfectly charming
read, The Secrets of Love Story Bridge. “An endearing
celebration of life.” -RealSimple.com Perfect for fans
of A Man Called Ove, this curiously charming debut
follows a lovable widower and his life-changing
adventure of love and self-discovery. Sixty-nine-yearold Arthur Pepper lives a simple life. He gets out of
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bed at precisely 7:30 a.m., just as he did when his
wife, Miriam, was alive. He dresses in the same gray
slacks and mustard sweater vest, waters his fern,
Frederica, and heads out to his garden. But on the
one-year anniversary of Miriam’s death, something
changes. Sorting through Miriam’s possessions, Arthur
finds an exquisite gold charm bracelet he’s never
seen before. What follows is a surprising and
unforgettable odyssey that takes Arthur from London
to Paris and as far as India in an epic quest to find out
the truth about his wife’s secret life before they
met—a journey that leads him to find hope and
healing in the most unexpected places. Featuring an
unforgettable cast of characters with big hearts and
irresistible flaws, The Curious Charms of Arthur
Pepper is a joyous reminder of life’s infinite
possibilities. Check out these other heartwarming
stories from Phaedra Patrick. The Library of Lost and
Found Rise and Shine Benedict Stone

City of Girls
"A journalist travels the world and investigates
current socioeconomic theories of happiness to
discover why most modern cities are designed to
make us miserable, what we can do to change this,
and why we have more to learn from poor cities than
from prosperous ones"--

We'll Be Here for the Rest of Our Lives
Everyone remembers where they were on 31st
August 1997, the day Princess Diana died. Sophie,
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Emily, Amy and Melissa certainly do - a beautiful
cottage in Southwold, at the start of an annual
tradition to have a weekend away together. Every
year since, the four best friends have reunited,
though they still know each other inside and out don't they? They've been there for each other through
thick and thin for over twenty years. During that time,
the changes in their lives have led them down very
different paths. But it's when those paths collide that
the secrets they've been keeping come tumbling out

Time of Our Lives
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her
neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she
sees the people and places she's always known. She
also sees a community that is rapidly changing
around her"--

Our Lives Are the Rivers
I had seriously reached a point in my life where I
wasn't scared of anything. Panic was replaced by
awww, shit, how can I fix this before I hit the ground?
Childhood for Mat Hoffman was packed with
hazardous behavior and a constant searching for a
new rush: sliding down the laundry chute, blatantly
misusing a trampoline, leaping off the roof holding an
umbrella, executing a two-story bomb drop into a
swimming pool on a bike, and more. After
experimenting with his bike on a plywood ramp at age
eleven, Mat found his true calling. He became
addicted to aerials. By the time he was fourteen years
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old, Mat had earned national notoriety with his ramp
skills and landed a factory sponsorship from Skyway
Recreation. He was consumed by a love of bike riding,
a passion that took him around the globe and beyond
the limits of what people said was possible. Always
pushing for more height or another way to turn air
into art, he's shattered world records, conventional
wisdom, and his own body in a quest to experience all
that life has to offer. The price? More than a dozen
major surgeries, fifty broken bones, countless
concussions and knockouts -- Mat's sacrifices are
evident in a medical file that's 400 pages thick. When
the boom years of BMX freestyle bottomed out during
a bike industry recession in the late 1980s, Mat's
enthusiasm never wavered. To save his sport, he
bought a semi truck when he was seventeen and
became his own sponsor, spreading the word one
demo at a time. He and his friends formed Hoffman
Bikes and began running bike stunt contests. It was
an era of progress for Mat as a rider, as he unveiled
jawdropping tricks like the no-handed 540, backflip
fakie, and flair, and became the first rider in action
sports to pull a 900. In The Ride of My Life, Mat takes
readers on his humorous, hardcore, harrowing journey
to the top as a bike stunt pioneer, ten-time world
champion, video game superstar, X Games
ambassador, recreational ninja, and the most
innovative rider to ever hit a ramp. He shares stories
of the wild experiences he's had while touring with
some of the best riders around -- Dennis McCoy, Dave
Mirra, Rick Thorne, Kevin Robinson, Mike "Rooftop"
Escamilla, and many others. Spanning two decades of
action sports history, as Mat crosses paths with highrisk heroes like Tony Hawk, Johnny Knoxville, and Evel
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Knievel, The Ride of My Life is the insane, true story of
Mat Hoffman, the greatest bike rider of all time.

The Inside Ride
The true story of how a ride on a carousel made a
powerful Civil Rights statement A Ride to Remember
tells how a community came together—both black
and white—to make a change. When Sharon Langley
was born in the early 1960s, many amusement parks
were segregated, and African-American families were
not allowed entry. This book reveals how in the
summer of 1963, due to demonstrations and public
protests, the Gwynn Oak Amusement Park in
Maryland became desegregated and opened to all for
the first time. Co-author Sharon Langley was the first
African-American child to ride the carousel. This was
on the same day of Martin Luther King Jr.’s March on
Washington for Jobs and Freedom. Langley’s ride to
remember demonstrated the possibilities of King’s
dream. This book includes photos of Sharon on the
carousel, authors’ notes, a timeline, and a
bibliography.

What Are We Even Doing With Our Lives?
Every urban generation has its own tales of its own
time, which freeze the essence of that generation into
crystalized stories of love, sorrow, adventure, comingof- age, war, friendship, humor, and all their
dreams.The swaying of the railway cars in Tracks
Through Our Lives provides the setting for seventeen
short stories, using the elevated trains of the Market
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Frankford Line as a source and a guide for the reader.
Each stop along the path of the El toward historical
Philadelphia becomes a chapter in the book.As a city
of neighborhoods, urban Philadelphia boasts many
tales - from Downtown up through Kensington or K&A
to Frankford - taken from the distinct neighborhoods
along the El. The setting of the track borne MFL cars
transforms the raw material of memory into stories
for its riders and readers as the railway rattles high
above the city streets.Riding a Philly El Train recalls
memories of another age, shaping stories that will
resonate with any reader. Come ride the El into Philly
and listen to its stories.

The Ride of Your Life
Sally Ride made history as the first American woman
in space. A member of the first astronaut class to
include women, she broke through a quarter-century
of white male fighter jocks when NASA chose her for
the seventh shuttle mission, cracking the celestial
ceiling and inspiring several generations of
women.After a second flight, Ride served on the
panels investigating the Challenger explosion and the
Columbia disintegration that killed all aboard. In both
instances she faulted NASA's rush to meet mission
deadlines and its organizational failures. She
cofounded a company promoting science and
education for children, especially girls.

The Story of Our Lives
From Paul Shaffer, lifelong music junkie, hipster, and
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longtime leader of David Letterman's band, comes a
candid, endearing, hilarious, and star-studded memoir
of a life in-and love of-show business. How does a kid
go from a remote Canadian town at the tip of Lake
Superior to the bright lights of Broadway and a gig
leading the band on Letterman? This book is Paul
Shaffer's answer to that question. From playing seedy
strip joints in Toronto, to his first legitimate job out of
college-which found him working with future stars
(and friends) Gilda Radner, Martin Short, and Eugene
Levy-to being first musical director of the nascent
Saturday Night Live and helping to form the Blues
Brothers, to being onstage every night with Dave and
playing with the greatest musicians of our time,
Shaffer has lived the ultimate showbiz life. Now, in
this hilarious, entertaining, and candid memoir-in
which he dishes on everyone from John Belushi and
Jerry Lewis to Mel Gibson and Britney Spears-Paul
gives us the full behind-the-scenes story of his life,
from banging out pop tunes on the piano at the age of
twelve to leading the band every night at the Sullivan
Theater. From the Hardcover edition.

The Ride of a Lifetime
Seventeen-year-old Tracy Miller met the love of her
life . . . thirty years after her own death. Tracy was
working at the House of Horrors at the Amazing Lands
Theme Park when the fire broke out. Instead of
running, she lost her life trying to save eleven-yearold Mack. Now thirty years have passed, and suddenly
everything changes with the arrival of two new
ghosts: a little girl named Ashley and a cute
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seventeen-year-old boy named Josh. Josh would do
anything for Tracy, but can he help her let go of the
past and accept his love? Ride of Your Life is a
bittersweet, romantic, YA ghost story that was
inspired by a true event: the Great Adventure
Haunted Castle fire, which killed eight teenagers in
1984. It is a fantasy novel about undying love, and it
won third-place in Smart Writer’s Write It Now (W.I.N.)
contest in the YA category, which was judged by Alex
Flinn, the author of Beastly and Cloaked. Hang on.
Love can be as terrifying as a roller coaster, but it can
also be the Ride of Your Life.

Enjoy the Ride
We looked like a cup of human fruit cocktail dumped
onto the top of the house, each piece different but all
out of the same can. So begins a book unlike any
other, half comics and half text, about a family that
lives with autism -- and the strange life that is
ordinary to them. The oldest son, David, recites
Superman episodes as he walks around the living
room. A late-night family poker game spirals into a
fog-driven duel. A thug from an old black-and-white
rerun crawls out of the television. A housekeeper
transforms into an avenging angel. A broken plate
signals a terrible change in the family that none of
them can preventuntil it's too late. This
groundbreaking work was excerpted in The New York
Times for its ability to honestly, eloquently, and
respectfully set forth what life is like with autism in
the family. What sets The Ride Together apart is its
combination of imagination and realism -- its vision of
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a family's inner world -- with David at the center.

The Curious Charms of Arthur Pepper
Based on actual events, this sweeping novel tells the
life story of a woman who was willing to risk it all for
her country and her lover—in whose legacy lies the
history of an entire continent. Our Lives Are the Rivers
tells the story of beautiful young freedom fighter
Manuela Sáenz, and the epic tale of her long love
affair with liberator Simón Bolívar. A novel of
intoxicating love, passion, and adventure, Jaime
Manrique vividly captures a dynamic continent
struggling for its own identity.

Give the Lady a Ride
The secret history of the invention that changed
everything-and became the most profitable product in
the world. NATIONAL BESTSELLERShortlisted for the
Financial Times Business Book of the Year Award One
of the Best Business Books of 2016 - CNBC,
Bloomberg, 1-800-CEO-Read "The One Device is a
tour de force, with a fast-paced edge and heaps of
analytical insight." -Ashlee Vance, New York Times
bestselling author of Elon Musk "A stunning book. You
will never look at your iPhone the same way again."
-Dan Lyons, New York Times bestselling author of
Disrupted Odds are that as you read this, an iPhone is
within reach. But before Steve Jobs introduced us to
"the one device," as he called it, a cell phone was
merely what you used to make calls on the go. How
did the iPhone transform our world and turn Apple
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into the most valuable company ever? Veteran
technology journalist Brian Merchant reveals the
inside story you won't hear from Cupertino-based on
his exclusive interviews with the engineers, inventors,
and developers who guided every stage of the
iPhone's creation. This deep dive takes you from
inside One Infinite Loop to 19th century France to
WWII America, from the driest place on earth to a
Kenyan pit of toxic e-waste, and even deep inside
Shenzhen's notorious "suicide factories." It's a
firsthand look at how the cutting-edge tech that
makes the world work-touch screens, motion trackers,
and even AI-made their way into our pockets. The
One Device is a roadmap for design and engineering
genius, an anthropology of the modern age, and an
unprecedented view into one of the most secretive
companies in history. This is the untold account, ten
years in the making, of the device that changed
everything.

The Ride of Your Life
Ride of Your Life
Mike Leonard is a lucky man. It’s not everyone who
gets parents like Jack and Marge. At eighty-seven,
Jack is a pathological optimist with an inexhaustible
gift of gab. Marge, Jack’s bride of sixty years, though
cut from the same rough bolt of Irish immigrant cloth,
is his polar opposite–pessimistic and proud of it. What
was their son, Mike, thinking when he took a
sabbatical from his job with NBC News so he could
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pile these two world-class originals along with three of
his grown kids and a daughter-in-law into a pair of
rented RVs and hit the road for a month? Mike was
thinking that he wanted to give his parents the
ultimate family reunion. And so, one February
morning, three generations of Leonards set out on
their journey under the dazzling Arizona sky. Thirty
minutes later, one of the humongous recreational
vehicles has an unplanned meeting with a concrete
island at a convenience store. Thus begins the
adventure of a lifetime–and an absolute gem of a
book. In the course of their humorous, often poignant
cross-country tour, from the desert Southwest to the
New England coastline, the Leonards reminisce about
their loves, their losses, and their rich and
heartwarming (and sometimes heartbreaking) lives,
while encountering a veritable Greek chorus of
roadside characters along the way. The home stretch
finds the clan racing back to Chicago, hoping to catch
the arrival of the next generation, Jack and Marge’s
first great-grandchild. Through it all, Mike pieces
together acentury of family lore and lunacy–and
discovers surprising sides to his parents that allow
him to see them in a whole new light. Mike Leonard
has captivated millions of television viewers with his
wry and witty feature stories for NBC’s Today. Now he
brings that same engaging charm and keen insight to
the foibles and passions of his own blessedly unique
family. By turns uproariously funny and deeply
moving, The Ride of Our Lives delivers a lifetime of
laughs, lessons, and priceless memories. This
edition’s exclusive DVD features never-before-seen
footage from the trip as well as candid family video
and photographs.
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Why We Ride
Why our workplaces are authoritarian private
governments—and why we can’t see it One in four
American workers says their workplace is a
“dictatorship.” Yet that number almost certainly
would be higher if we recognized employers for what
they are—private governments with sweeping
authoritarian power over our lives. Many employers
minutely regulate workers’ speech, clothing, and
manners on the job, and employers often extend their
authority to the off-duty lives of workers, who can be
fired for their political speech, recreational activities,
diet, and almost anything else employers care to
govern. In this compelling book, Elizabeth Anderson
examines why, despite all this, we continue to talk as
if free markets make workers free, and she proposes
a better way to think about the workplace, opening up
space for discovering how workers can enjoy real
freedom.

The Game of Our Lives
Acclaimed novelist Quan Barry delivers a tour de
female force in this delightful novel. Set in the coastal
town of Danvers, Massachusetts, where the
accusations began that led to the 1692 witch trials,
We Ride Upon Sticks follows the 1989 Danvers High
School Falcons field hockey team, who will do
anything to make it to the state finals—even if it
means tapping into some devilishly dark powers. In
chapters dense with 1980s iconography—from
Heathers to "big hair"—Barry expertly weaves
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together the individual and collective progress of this
enchanted team as they storm their way through an
unforgettable season. Helmed by good-girl captain
Abby Putnam (a descendant of the infamous Salem
accuser Ann Putnam) and her co-captain Jen Fiorenza
(whose bleached blond “Claw” sees and knows all),
the Falcons prove to be wily, original, and bold,
flaunting society's stale notions of femininity in order
to find their glorious true selves through the crucible
of team sport and, more importantly, friendship.

The Ride of Our Lives
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From the
# 1 New York Times bestselling author of Eat Pray
Love and The Signature of All Things, a delicious
novel of glamour, sex, and adventure, about a young
woman discovering that you don't have to be a good
girl to be a good person. "A spellbinding novel about
love, freedom, and finding your own happiness." PopSugar "Intimate and richly sensual, razzle-dazzle
with a hint of danger." -USA Today "Pairs well with a
cocktailor two." -TheSkimm "Life is both fleeting and
dangerous, and there is no point in denying yourself
pleasure, or being anything other than what you are."
Beloved author Elizabeth Gilbert returns to fiction with
a unique love story set in the New York City theater
world during the 1940s. Told from the perspective of
an older woman as she looks back on her youth with
both pleasure and regret (but mostly pleasure), City
of Girls explores themes of female sexuality and
promiscuity, as well as the idiosyncrasies of true love.
In 1940, nineteen-year-old Vivian Morris has just been
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kicked out of Vassar College, owing to her lackluster
freshman-year performance. Her affluent parents
send her to Manhattan to live with her Aunt Peg, who
owns a flamboyant, crumbling midtown theater called
the Lily Playhouse. There Vivian is introduced to an
entire cosmos of unconventional and charismatic
characters, from the fun-chasing showgirls to a sexy
male actor, a grand-dame actress, a lady-killer writer,
and no-nonsense stage manager. But when Vivian
makes a personal mistake that results in professional
scandal, it turns her new world upside down in ways
that it will take her years to fully understand.
Ultimately, though, it leads her to a new
understanding of the kind of life she craves - and the
kind of freedom it takes to pursue it. It will also lead
to the love of her life, a love that stands out from all
the rest. Now eighty-nine years old and telling her
story at last, Vivian recalls how the events of those
years altered the course of her life - and the gusto
and autonomy with which she approached it. "At
some point in a woman's life, she just gets tired of
being ashamed all the time," she muses. "After that,
she is free to become whoever she truly is." Written
with a powerful wisdom about human desire and
connection, City of Girls is a love story like no other.

The One Device
Bestselling author and journalist Amy Hill Hearth
uncovers the story of a little-known figure in U.S.
history in this fascinating biography. In 1854, a young
African American woman named Elizabeth Jennings
won a major victory against a New York City streetcar
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company, a first step in the process of desegregating
public transportation in Manhattan. This illuminating
and important piece of the history of the fight for
equal rights, illustrated with photographs and archival
material from the period, will engage fans of Phillip
Hoose’s Claudette Colvin and Steve Sheinkin’s Most
Dangerous. One hundred years before Rosa Parks
refused to give up her seat on a bus in Montgomery,
Alabama, Elizabeth Jennings’s refusal to leave a
segregated streetcar in the Five Points neighborhood
of Manhattan set into motion a major court case in
New York City. On her way to church one day in July
1854, Elizabeth Jennings was refused a seat on a
streetcar. When she took her seat anyway, she was
bodily removed by the conductor and a nearby police
officer and returned home bruised and injured. With
the support of her family, the African American
abolitionist community of New York, and Frederick
Douglass, Elizabeth Jennings took her case to court.
Represented by a young lawyer named Chester A.
Arthur (a future president of the United States) she
was victorious, marking a major victory in the fight to
desegregate New York City’s public transportation.
Amy Hill Hearth, bestselling author of Having Our Say:
The Delany Sisters’ First 100 Years, illuminates a
lesser-known benchmark in the struggle for equality
in the United States, while painting a vivid picture of
the diverse Five Points neighborhood of Manhattan in
the mid-1800s. Includes sidebars, extensive
illustrative material, notes, and an index.

Life Is Good
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Success is not a thing you acquire or achieve, it is a
journey you take your whole life. With a compelling
challenge to ""Check Your Passion,"" this book ignites
people's ability to choose what they do, why they do
it, and who they do it with. 'Enjoy the Ride' enables
readers to identify their dreams and puts genuine
success within their reach. Success is not limited to
those with financial resources or talents. By reading
this book, you will learn practical principles to put you
on the road to success.

Sally Ride
A 2018 Robert F. Sibert Informational Book Award
Winner On May 4, 1961, a group of thirteen black and
white civil rights activists launched the Freedom Ride,
aiming to challenge the practice of segregation on
buses and at bus terminal facilities in the South. The
Ride would last twelve days. Despite the fact that
segregation on buses crossing state lines was ruled
unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1946, and
segregation in interstate transportation facilities was
ruled unconstitutional in 1960, these rulings were
routinely ignored in the South. The thirteen Freedom
Riders intended to test the laws and draw attention to
the lack of enforcement with their peaceful protest.
As the Riders traveled deeper into the South, they
encountered increasing violence and opposition.
Noted civil rights author Larry Dane Brimner relies on
archival documents and rarely seen images to tell the
riveting story of the little-known first days of the
Freedom Ride. With author’s note, source notes,
bibliography, and index.
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A Year At The Races
Mitch was five when he learned his mother would be
in a wheelchair for the rest of her life. If he hadn't
grown up with such an inspirational mother, however,
he wouldn't have been prepared for what would
come. At 35, the same age as his mother when she
had her accident, Mitch began experiencing
symptoms of primary progressive multiple sclerosis, a
particularly disabling form of MS, and his physical
challenges grew to resemble his mother's. In the
ensuing years, he muddled through the ethical
swampland of clinical trials, navigated the minefield
of experimental treatments, and became a popular
blogger and disability advocate. Equal parts
entertaining and inspiring, Enjoying the Ride tells an
extraordinary mother and son story, provides a
behind-the-scenes view of the lives of disabled
people, and reveals the previously untold story about
the night Mitch's mother was injured.

How We Fight for Our Lives
From award-winning poet Saeed Jones, How We Fight
for Our Lives—winner of the Kirkus Prize and the
Stonewall Book Award—is a “moving, bracingly
honest memoir” (The New York Times Book Review)
written at the crossroads of sex, race, and power. One
of the best books of the year as selected by The New
York Times; The Washington Post; NPR; Time; The
New Yorker; O, The Oprah Magazine; Harper’s Bazaar;
Elle; BuzzFeed; Goodreads; and many more. “People
don’t just happen,” writes Saeed Jones. “We sacrifice
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former versions of ourselves. We sacrifice the people
who dared to raise us. The ‘I’ it seems doesn’t exist
until we are able to say, ‘I am no longer yours.’”
Haunted and haunting, How We Fight for Our Lives is
a stunning coming-of-age memoir about a young,
black, gay man from the South as he fights to carve
out a place for himself, within his family, within his
country, within his own hopes, desires, and fears.
Through a series of vignettes that chart a course
across the American landscape, Jones draws readers
into his boyhood and adolescence—into tumultuous
relationships with his family, into passing flings with
lovers, friends, and strangers. Each piece builds into a
larger examination of race and queerness, power and
vulnerability, love and grief: a portrait of what we all
do for one another—and to one another—as we fight
to become ourselves. An award-winning poet, Jones
has developed a style that’s as beautiful as it is
powerful—a voice that’s by turns a river, a blues, and
a nightscape set ablaze. How We Fight for Our Lives is
a one-of-a-kind memoir and a book that cements
Saeed Jones as an essential writer for our time.

The Ride of Her Life (Lake Manawa
Summers Book #3)
Just when many women thought their days of driving
minivans and carting kids around were over, their
own adult child shares the good news that there will
be an addition to the family! Thrilled with the news at
first, the realization soon strikes that changes are
coming--they will be a grandmother. In A Car Seat in
My Convertible? author Sharon Hoffman, a godly
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grandmother herself, along with her network of lively
grandmother friends, helps readers find the
excitement about this life stage transition. More
importantly, she helps readers recognize and take
advantage of their special spiritual role in the lives of
their grandkids. Packed with practical tips on how to
play and teach grandkids, being a great long-distance
grandma, holiday celebration ideas, A Car Seat in My
Convertible? also includes a whole lot of wisdom on
everything from communicating God's love
unconditionally, relating to other in-laws, etc. Using
humor, readers will laugh as they read the firstperson letters from veteran grandmothers who share
advice on very specific "grandmotherly" topics but
also provide answers to some of those unasked
grandmother questions. While the book is lively, it
also provides grandmothers with short, memorable
quotes. Included is also a suggested prayer calendar
highlighting godly virtues for grandmothers, children,
and grandchildren. Knowing the power of the spoken
word, readers will also find help in identifying
encouraging phrases they can use to encourage their
children and grandchildren.

Happy City: Transforming Our Lives
Through Urban Design
Pat Day, Jerry Bailey, Corey Nakatani, and other
jockeys reveal how they deal with the pressure of
riding horses at top speeds day in and day out, the
reality of injury, and the issue of weight.

A Car Seat in My Convertible?
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The author explores the high-stakes world of horse
racing, drawing on her knowledge of equine behavior,
trainers, veterinarians, and jockeys as she relates the
story of two of her own horses as they begin their
careers.

The Socrates Express
The only man pragmatic Lilly Hart needs in her life is
a six year old. Widowed two years ago, Lilly leaves
the shelter of her intrusive in-laws' home to stand on
her own and provide for her young son by working for
the summer as a cook at Lake Manawa. However, her
in-laws find that life utterly unsuitable for their
grandson, and when a row ensues, a handsome
stranger--who designs roller coasters, of all
things--intercedes on her behalf. Still, Lilly is not
about to get involved with any man, especially this
cocky (though charismatic) gentleman. Little does she
know she is about to begin the ride of her life. Filled
with delightful characters and the romance of
summer, The Ride of Her Life is another supremely
entertaining story from the witty Lorna Seilstad.
Readers will laugh out loud and sigh contentedly as
they spend the summer of 1906 in Lake Manawa.

Ride Inside
WINNER of the William Hill Sports Book of the Year
Award 2015 In the last two decades football in Britain
has made the transition from a peripheral dying sport
to the very centre of our popular culture, from an
economic basket-case to a booming entertainment
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industry. What does it mean when football becomes
so central to our private and political lives? Has it
enriched us or impoverished us? In this sparkling book
David Goldblatt argues that no social phenomenon
tracks the momentous economic, social and political
changes of the post-Thatcherite era in a more
illuminating manner than football, and no cultural
practice sheds more light on the aspirations and
attitudes of our long boom and now calamitous bust.
A must-read for the thinking football fan, The Game of
Our Lives will appeal to readers of Fever Pitch by Nick
Hornby and Inverting the Pyramid by Jonathan Wilson.
It will also be relished by readers of British social
history such as Austerity Britain by David Kynaston.
'Brilliantly incisive. Goldblatt is not merely the best
football historian writing today, he is possibly the best
there has ever been. Goldblatt's book could hardly be
more impressive' Sunday Times

Streetcar to Justice
A powerful narrative that follows the journey of a
woman from innocence to empowerment.

Enjoying the Ride
Have you hit a crossroads in your career or life? Do
you feel stuck and know you have more to offer the
world than what you are doing right now? If you are
yearning to make a change in life, Ride Of Your Life
will be your inspiration and guide. Back in 2010,
research scientist and entrepreneur Ran Zilca set out
from his home in New York on a motorcycle, bound for
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California in search of the next chapter in his life.
Along this soul-searching journey, he spent hundreds
of hours in contemplation on the road, met with fellow
travelers from all walks of life, and interviewed
leading experts in research labs, spiritual centers, and
temples all across the country. Six-thousand miles
later, he returned home, sold his company, and
moved to a different continent. Ride of Your Life
chronicles this transformative journey, sharing the
collective wisdom Ran learned from one-on-one
discussions with spiritual leaders and researchers,
including Deepak Chopra, Phil Zimbardo, and Sonja
Lyubomirsky. This groundbreaking book in the field of
positive psychology is part travel memoir, part
spiritual compass, and a practical handbook for
personal transformation. Ride of Your Life will help
you awaken your dreams and answer your own calling
for a happier and more meaningful life.

A Ride to Remember
We can all remember the first time we learned to ride
a bike. That terrible thrill when we first realized Dad
had let go of the seat and we were on our own. That
first crash and the skinned knees. The life of a
Christian is a lot like that. We want to experience the
freedom we're promised, so we take a risk, a leap of
faith--and sometimes we fall. But just like Dad running
alongside of us, God is always there, equipping us,
encouraging us, and comforting us. Through the
powerful analogy of teaching his son to ride a bike,
Mike Howerton lays out five essential life lessons that
will help readers recapture a childlike faith and
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embrace a passionate, adventurous life full of
possibilities and promise.

Twelve Days in May
Women and their horses — a symbiotic relationship
based on trust, camaraderie, friendship, and love. In
Why We Ride, Verna Dreisbach collects the stories of
women who ride, sharing their personal emotions and
accounts of the most important animals in their lives.
This collection of stories includes the heartfelt
thoughts of a range of women — those who rode as
children, those who spent their girlhood years
dreaming of owning a pony, and those who have
made a lifelong hobby or career out of riding. Each
story reveals how horses have made an impact in the
lives of these women. With a foreword by best-selling
novelist Jane Smiley, Why We Ride offers a reflective
view on the relationships between women and horses.

Days of Our Lives
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A grand vision
defined: The CEO of Disney, one of Time’s most
influential people of 2019, shares the ideas and
values he embraced to reinvent one of the most
beloved companies in the world and inspire the
people who bring the magic to life. Robert Iger
became CEO of The Walt Disney Company in 2005,
during a difficult time. Competition was more intense
than ever and technology was changing faster than at
any time in the company’s history. His vision came
down to three clear ideas: Recommit to the concept
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that quality matters, embrace technology instead of
fighting it, and think bigger—think global—and turn
Disney into a stronger brand in international markets.
Twelve years later, Disney is the largest, most
respected media company in the world, counting
Pixar, Marvel, Lucasfilm, and 21st Century Fox among
its properties. Its value is nearly five times what it was
when Iger took over, and he is recognized as one of
the most innovative and successful CEOs of our era.
In The Ride of a Lifetime, Robert Iger shares the
lessons he’s learned while running Disney and leading
its 200,000 employees, and he explores the principles
that are necessary for true leadership, including: •
Optimism. Even in the face of difficulty, an optimistic
leader will find the path toward the best possible
outcome and focus on that, rather than give in to
pessimism and blaming. • Courage. Leaders have to
be willing to take risks and place big bets. Fear of
failure destroys creativity. • Decisiveness. All
decisions, no matter how difficult, can be made on a
timely basis. Indecisiveness is both wasteful and
destructive to morale. • Fairness. Treat people
decently, with empathy, and be accessible to them.
This book is about the relentless curiosity that has
driven Iger for forty-five years, since the day he
started as the lowliest studio grunt at ABC. It’s also
about thoughtfulness and respect, and a decencyover-dollars approach that has become the bedrock of
every project and partnership Iger pursues, from a
deep friendship with Steve Jobs in his final years to an
abiding love of the Star Wars mythology. “The ideas
in this book strike me as universal” Iger writes. “Not
just to the aspiring CEOs of the world, but to anyone
wanting to feel less fearful, more confidently
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themselves, as they navigate their professional and
even personal lives.”

My Papi Has a Motorcycle
"From Life is Good founders and brothers Bert and
John Jacobs, this inspiring book of wisdom outlines the
ten key "superpowers" readers need to live their best
lives. Based on the brothers' personal and
professional journey, this whimsically illustrated guide
captures the unique voice and profound optimism
that is the foundation of their beloved T-shirt and
apparel company, now worth more than $100 million.
Life Is Good: The Owner's Manual will inspire readers
of all ages and passions to discover--and
embrace--the good in their lives. Entertaining yet
profound, easygoing yet powerful, this engaging book
reveals how to tap into the hidden power of optimism.
Beginning with their upbringing in working class
Boston and following the arc of their lives from
postgrad wanderlust to the birth of a small business,
Bert and John use their experiences to illuminate the
ten superpowers on which optimism is founded--from
humor and compassion to gratitude and authenticity.
Capturing their buoyant, community-focused outlook
and supplementing with top-ten lists and the
company's iconic stick-figure illustrations, this book
doesn't preach. Instead, it offers lighthearted,
practical self-help that will inspire and empower
readers to embrace their lives with delight and
daring"--

The Ride of My Life
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Part-time bull rider and full time ranch foreman Talon
Carlson realizes his entire future rests in the hands of
New Yorker Patricia Talbert, a tiny woman who
doesn't know beans about either. But the socialite is
going to get a crash course when she issues the
challenge: "Teach me to ride bulls."

We Ride Upon Sticks
From bad weather to business travel to traffic safety,
there are dozens of reasons why cyclists and
triathletes take their rides inside. Although indoor
cycling workouts offer the ultimate control over
workout conditions, most inside riders don’t get the
most out of their trainers or spin bikes. RIDE INSIDE
offers cyclists and triathletes a smart guide to getting
more fitness from every indoor cycling workout. From
the world’s most experienced personal cycling coach,
Joe Friel, RIDE INSIDE reveals all the unique aspects of
indoor riding: · Mental aspects like motivation, focus,
and enjoyment · Changes in upper body stability,
posture, and pedaling technique on a stationary bike ·
Respiration, hydration, and cooling · Inherent changes
in power output · Lower leg tension and eccentric
loading from flywheel momentum · Lower effort from
lack of terrain changes, headwinds, and crosswinds ·
Road-like feel · Different shifting patterns All these
differences of indoor riding add up to a big impact
when the rubber hits the road. Drawing from the
foundations of Friel’s classic training guides, The
Cyclist’s Training Bible and The Triathlete’s Training
Bible, RIDE INSIDE shows how to apply smart and
proven training concepts to indoor cycling. Riders will
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get expert guidance on the best ways to set up a
trainer or smart trainer, how to modify outdoor
workouts for indoor cycling, how to better monitor
power and RPE, and how to use social online training
platforms like Zwift to make training better and not
worse. Most critically, RIDE INSIDE shows cyclists and
triathletes how to do indoor cycling workouts that
actually meet their training goals instead of
compromising.

Ride of Their Lives
An extended and fearless exploration on the meaning
of manhood in contemporary Western culture—at a
moment in time in which both Fatherhood and
Manhood have become endangered concepts.
Pointing out the need for strong male relationships
and guidance, this book offers an essential
prescription for the psychological health of modern
Western societies, which have lost the thread of
traditional cultures and their time-honored rites of
passage. The extensive letter exchange between
father and son demonstrates intimacy and honesty in
analyzing and exploring the often tumultuous events
of their lives. Trained in two different psychological
disciplines, their interaction provides the reader a
look at the complexity of growing up in America's fastchanging culture, offering invaluable insights for both
children and parents. With an introduction by
Donald’s son, Jared Cohen, author of the NY Times
bestseller Accidental Presidents.

Tracks Through Our Lives
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When two high school students with different ideas
about their futures meet while touring colleges, they
come to value each other's point of view, and an
unexpected romance unfolds.

The Ride of Our Lives
"The Ride of Our Lives, Lessons on Life, Leadership,
and Love" is an inspirational story about a man and
his family on a transformational journey as they
bicycled across the United States. It is a powerful
story about the resiliency required to overcome
challenges. In 1983 John and Berti Gronski and their
15-month-old son Stephen set off on a bicycle tour
across America. There were no ubiquitous mobile
phones, no internet, no email, Google, or social media
sites. The closest thing to connectivity was a
payphone along a dusty road. John pulled Stephen in
a bicycle trailer that resembled a pioneer's covered
wagon. They traveled over 4,000 miles from
Washington state to Pennsylvania. The trip was filled
with adventures and enduring leadership lessons.
"From Homer's Odyssey to Pirsig's Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance, tales of travel, adventure,
and self-discovery have always fascinated people.
Likewise, John Gronski's The Ride of Our Lives regales
readers with an inspirational and engaging story of a
young family's cross-country bicycle trip that results
in a life-long formation of character, family values,
patriotic service and citizenship, and unshakable
faith. Gronski skillfully weaves into his captivating
story a wide range of military leadership principles,
faith-based truths, and life lessons that serve as
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guideposts for the reader's own moral development.
This book is a must read for all people interested in
learning how one family's experience shaped their
notion of character-based leadership through their
encounters with and embracing of the best life has to
offer." --John J. Sosik, Ph.D., Professor of Management
and Organization, Penn State University, Great Valley
School of Graduate and Professional Studies, Malvern,
PA. John L. Gronski, Major General, USA (Ret.) is
founder and CEO of Leader Grove Consulting, LLC
(www.LeaderGrove.com). John is a much sought-after
speaker and leadership seminar facilitator.

The Ride Together
The New York Times bestselling author of The
Geography of Bliss embarks on a rollicking intellectual
journey, following in the footsteps of history’s
greatest thinkers and showing us how each—from
Epicurus to Gandhi, Thoreau to Beauvoir—offers
practical and spiritual lessons for today’s unsettled
times. We turn to philosophy for the same reasons we
travel: to see the world from a different perspective,
to unearth hidden beauty, and to find new ways of
being. We want to learn how to embrace wonder.
Face regrets. Sustain hope. Eric Weiner combines his
twin passions for philosophy and global travel in a pilgrimage that uncovers surprising life lessons from
great thinkers around the world, from Rousseau to
Nietzsche, Confucius to Simone Weil. Traveling by
train (the most thoughtful mode of transport), he
journeys thousands of miles, making stops in Athens,
Delhi, Wyoming, Coney Island, Frankfurt, and points in
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between to reconnect with philosophy’s original
purpose: teaching us how to lead wiser, more
meaningful lives. From Socrates and ancient Athens
to Simone de Beauvoir and twentieth-century Paris,
Weiner’s chosen philosophers and places provide
important signposts as we navigate today’s chaotic
times. In The Socrates Express, Weiner invites us to
voyage alongside him on his life-changing pursuit of
wisdom and discovery as he attempts to find answers
to our most vital questions.
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